
Creative 
Furniture



COW is a modern, stylish and func-
tional line of furniture that honours 
and utilises that most natural of mate-
rials – wood. Our furniture is specially 
designed for creative workers – people 
whose main asset is their brain. With 
such discerning customers in mind, 
meticulous care and attention has 
been given to the design and produc-
tion of every detail of these products.

COW furniture fits equally well into 
the office, home office or a students’ 
workspace. COW furniture helps you 
to be yourself – manage your stuff 
exactly the way you want to, organise 
your working life for maximum creative 
performance. 

COW = 
Cult Of 
Wood



Fits 
Everywhere
You Do



Innovative data 
management

COW boxes allow you to create a 
whole new management system 
for all your physical data. 

Divide them by projects, by teams; 
keep them shelved or on desks; 
take them with you to meetings – 
the choices of use are limitless and 
flexible.

The COW box system is accessible 
from both sides and comes with 
special features such as the  smart 
aligning and locking solutions.





Attention to Details

A careful human touch is present 
in every detail of every COW 
product. A real person has felt a 
real responsibility to make your 
product as good as it possibly 
could be. Firmness and stability are 
the keywords here – we want your 
COW to serve you well, even if you 
ride it hard. 

We are obsessed with wood but 
that obsession is nothing without 
an obsession for quality. And 
quality we can guarantee.



Fits 
Everywhere
You Do



Made to Impress

The COW desk is designed with 
clever practicality in mind. A shelf 
made of durable high-quality fabric 
is situated under the tabletop – the 
perfect place to hide all those 
tangled wires, adapters, etc. This 
way you can keep the desk tidy and 
free of hassle and clutter. The shelf 
is easily accessible by a smooth 
slide mechanism – just another 
example of the smart thinking that 
goes in every COW desk.
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Timeless design allows COW desks 
to fit perfectly into any environment, 
by the wall or in the middle of the 
room. Rounded corners give it a 
safer, softer look.

COW desks are designed for offices, 
home offices or student workspaces.
Desk 120 is perfect for a home work-
space or a smaller office. Desk 160 is 
ideal for regular office work.

It is possible to order any desk 
without the sliding tabletop and 
fabric shelf.

All COW tables have rounded 
corners for added safety.

Table 200 seats up to 10 people in a 
meeting with electrical sockets situ-
ated in the middle of the table.

Table 140 seats up to 8 people in a 
meeting; 2 people as a permanent 
workspace or 4 people as a tempo-
rary workspace, also with electrical 
sockets in the middle.

Sofa Table 2 has a fabric shelf in the 
middle – ideal for magazines, news-
papers, etc.

Desks Tables
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Box System

DOUBLE 
FRAME

HIGH
FRAME

COW box systems come with a 
smart locking solution - when pulling 
a box out, the sliding mechanism tilts 
it slightly to indicate that the box is 
nearly out of the frame.

The boxes accessible from both 
sides and rounded corners give the 
system a softer, safer look. 

Different frames and 5 types of 
boxes provide endless possibilities to 
compile, combine and categorise all 
your papers, equipment and other 
materials.
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Storage
The COW Bookshelf comes with a 
high-finish back wall that allows it to 
be used to divide work stations or to 
create work compartments inside a 
larger room. Each shelf can house 
up to 4 COW boxes.

The Cabinet for TV can hold up to a 
46’’ flatscreen TV.
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COW furniture has solid oak legs 
finished with oil.

Painted tabletop made of MDF 
(Medium Density Fibre-board), 
coated with durable white satin-
matte paint (2K Alcyd Coating 
system).

Fabric shelf situated under the desks 
tabletop.

Boxes made of solid oak and MDF, 
covered with oak-veneer and 
finished with oil.

Painted frames made of MDF, coated 
with durable white satin-matte paint.
Corian ® slides

Materials
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Contact:
HiQ Furniture Ltd
www.cultofwood.eu
cow@cultofwood.eu

Furniture design by:
Emmanuel Meslet, 
design-studio TenTwelve

Photos by:
Kalle Veesaar
Juta Kübarsepp

Graphic design by:
Identity Ltd
www.identity.ee

Color, wood grain deviations possible. Subject to technical changes. 
All rights reserved. © HiQ furniture OÜ


